Chevy cavalier power window problems

Five problems related to power window have been reported for the Chevrolet Cavalier. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Chevrolet Cavalier based on all problems reported for the Cavalier. The second
window motor is failing and needs replacement. The first to fail was the back passenger side,
which of course was rarely ever used. Now the front driver's side window will often times not
close and after waiting some time, it goes up bit by bit. Very soon it is going to quit working
altogether. The service dealer refused to close the window without charging for the service. The
manufacturer was notified. The dealership made repairs twice; the motor and regulator have
been replaced. However, the problem has returned. The consumer stated the window is
inoperative again. The contact owns a Chevrolet Cavalier. The contact stated that he
experienced a recurring failure in which the motor in the drivers side front window stopped
functioning. The failure occurred four times and each time the vehicle was taken to an
authorized dealer where the window motor was replaced. The contact stated that when the
motors were replaced they were covered with rust. The failure mileage was 9, and the current
mileage was 92, Car Problems. Power Window problem 1. Power Window problem 2. Power
Window problem 3. Power Window problem 4. Power Window problem 5. Other Visibility related
problems of the Chevrolet Cavalier. Power Window problems 5. Visibility problems. Wiper
problems. Rear Window Wiper Washer problems. Defogger problems. Exterior Rearview Mirror
problems. Blower problems. Rear Window Wiper Washer Motor problems. But it will only move
a little bit before stopping again and having to wait. I believe the motor is worn out and
thermally 'tripping'. I've pulled the interior panel off and checked the window movement and
guides for any obstruction, and it moves freely. Unfortunately the motor and gearbox are riveted
into the door's subpanel and I can't see the linkage connections easily. Is replacing this motor
an easy task? Do I just drill out the rivets, pull the motor and the linkage comes free? What is
involved with pulling this motor, or is there some other electrical component in the circuit which
may be casuing the problem? Do you. Could be a limit switch that is malfunctioning, this "trips"
power to motor at top and bottom of travel. Could also be the PW switch. The rivets would have
to be drilled out and replaced with bolts. Was this answer. Please login or register to post a
reply. Easy step by step guide on how to replace an automotive window motor and regulator,
though the configuration may vary slightly the process is the same, this information What Is
The Trick? Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Chevrolet Cavalier owners have
reported 27 problems related to power window under the visibility category. The most recently
reported issues are listed below. Also please check out the statistics and reliability analysis of
Chevrolet Cavalier based on all problems reported for the Cavalier. Three of the four power
windows have stopped working at the same time, and the fourth window barely works. See all
problems of the Chevrolet Cavalier. My driver's side power window will initially go down. When I
attempt to power the window up, it goes approximately one to two inches then stops. I have to
continue driving or leave my car running until the window is up. It is very unsafe to leave my car
in any lot or parking space with the window down. On average every 10 minutes it will go up
another inch or two. This happens every time I power the window down. I will not leave my
window down. Elements will damage the interior, and it leaves me susceptible to vandals. I have
two children and I consider this malfunction unsafe for me the driver and my children. Power
window does not work. The window motors have burned out on both of my automatic windows
at a low mileage. The passenger side motor had to be replaced at 35, miles and now the driver's
side must be replaced at 60, I rarely use the automatic windows, so I don't know why they have
both failed. Went to roll up drivers side window when it started to rain heavily and window failed
to roll up. Rain, driven by wind from high rate of speed on freeway, poured into vehicle which
fogged up window and hindered safe operation of vehicle. Was forced to pull over to shoulder
of road until rain stopped to safety restart vehicle. Chevy dealer stated that this was not covered
by warranty so I had to pay to have motor replaced. At this time, the right window is open in the
down position cannot close, electric motor will not operate. The second window motor is failing
and needs replacement. The first to fail was the back passenger side, which of course was
rarely ever used. Now the front driver's side window will often times not close and after waiting
some time, it goes up bit by bit. Very soon it is going to quit working altogether. The service
dealer refused to close the window without charging for the service. The manufacturer was
notified. Have had to replace power window motors a total of 5 times. Less than 80, miles. One
driver. No abuse. I have to identical chevy Cavaliers and the window motors both failed around
the exact same time and I have been to numerous sites that have also reported this failure and
chevy says that this isnt their problem. Chevrolet Cavalier, 4d sed. Which I take very good care
of 1. Asked service dept is Chevrolet aware of this problem since internet showing others with
same problems - they say no! Now 3. I'm not the only one with this problem. Go on line see
others with the same problems yet Chevrolet says there is nothing wrong. Why can't

manufacturer's stand behind their product. If this was an isolated problem, I would understand
but something is wrong so that I can not take the chance of rolling down my window since I can
not afford, as a single parent with a disabled child to repair another window. Please, do
something. The dealership determined a new motor was needed to repair the power windows.
Three power door windows on my 4 door Chevrolet Cavalier don't work, only driver door
window will go up and down. Had motor on front passenger window replaced already. Shortly
after being replaced, it stopped working like the back two passenger windows. The dealership
made repairs twice; the motor and regulator have been replaced. However, the problem has
returned. The consumer stated the window is inoperative again. The windows failed to go up or
down on their own. Driver pressed the remote control and was able to drive vehicle to the dealer
for inspection. Mechanic determined that the electrical wiring inside of the door panel needed to
be replaced. The motor in the drivers side window is not working. Although my vehicle has 60,
miles on it, I do not feel that after 2 years the motor should be bad. Purchased car in March In
Nov. In sept. In Dec. Now, in June , front passenger window regulator gone bad and needs
replacing. Sure have put a lot of work in a car that is not very old. Passenger side front power
window did not go up. Dealer removed part of the door in order to raise the window. Power
regulator was defective. The contact owns a Chevrolet Cavalier. The contact stated that he
experienced a recurring failure in which the motor in the drivers side front window stopped
functioning. The failure occurred four times and each time the vehicle was taken to an
authorized dealer where the window motor was replaced. The contact stated that when the
motors were replaced they were covered with rust. The failure mileage was 9, and the current
mileage was 92, Power windows fail-this is the second time with one year that the power
window has failed, originally the left driver's side window failed, had the motor replaced, now
the right front passenger has failed and at times the left driver's window stops working. The
drivers side power window motor has been replaced twice already and it has quit again. Just
wondering if they have replaced this motor with a new one each time or a remanufactured one.
If it was new is there a problem with the product? When driving with the top down and the
driver's and passenger's side windows up, the support mechanism can not support the
windows and the clips eventually break. Chevrolet will not recommend to the owners to lower
the windows or develop a fix for this problem. This pressure can also put stress on the window
automatic motors causing them to break. While driving 35mph passenger's side window
exploded. Window was closed and nothing hit it. I have a 97 Chevrolet Cavalier convertible that I
have had to take in 3 times because the driver side power window stopped working and 3 times
because the passenger side window quite working. Car Problems. Power Window problem of
the Chevrolet Cavalier 1. Power Window problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 2. Power Window
problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 3. Power Window problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 4. Power
Window problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 5. Power Window problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier
6. Power Window problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 7. Power Window problem of the Chevrolet
Cavalier 8. Power Window problem of the Chevrolet Cavalier 9. Power Window problem of the
Chevrolet Cavalier Other Common Visibility related problems of Chevrolet Cavalier. Windshield
problems. Defogger problems. Defogger Controls problems. Wiper problems. Exterior Rearview
Mirror problems. Sun Roof problems. It seems as if they are losing power and need some time
to charge. In most cases, it's a sign that the window motor is going bad and is too weak to raise
the window. You can try to lubricate the front and rear window guide tracks where the window
slides up and down in with WD and see if that helps make it easier for the motor to lift the
window. Roll the window half way down and spray into the front and back edges of the glass
down inside the felt tracks The window regulator could also be worn and slides are binding or
gunked up with old grease which will slow down operation Power window motors draw a lot of
power so they can run slow at low engine speeds when the alt is not putting out much power to
the battery What above said, most likely the motor itself is going bad. I suggest you either get it
fix now or stop using it. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. Gerard
Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with eating disorders to
get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to
be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. State tax changes could mean
bigger refunds for some. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Gameiro family. Answer
Save. Related info on replacing parts Humveetech Lv 7. Still have questions? Get your answers
by asking now. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these
buttons! Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides.
Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. April in Chevrolet. Hi i I
bought a z24 in august and i'm already having some problems with it. First my passenger side
window no longer works and its stuck at half way down position. I'd assume this is the motor
for the power windows? For a while it would let you put it up a little or down a little at a time but

now it doesn't work at all. Secondly whenever I got to stop rapidly I get a knocking noise and
the car lurches forward on occasions. I also hear the same knocking noise when I make some of
my turns. What could be causing this and how expensive will it be to fix? Tagged: Chevrolet
Chevrolet Cavalier Sedans. July I bought a cavalier LS sedan back in november and the driver
side power window just stopped working. I wouldn't call it normal, just what failed the motor, or
the cable used to raise and lower the window? In both cases it was the cable. I will tell you the
truth, I have owned 4 Cavaliers, the last one It was a disappointment, made more cheaply than
my 94 I traded. I used to visit another forum, the problems were all listed, the cool part is, if you
want to call it cool, is you knew what problems you were going to have before you had them.
The good part you already know the fix and cost and instructions on the repair. The window
motors were a 1 failure item. The parts put in the cavalier are to put it nicely low grade, you have
to move up to get better parts. The fact that GM is going down the tube has something to do
with it, but through there stupidity they are making it worse, would you buy another GM
product. You said the magic word, Cavalier. My I went K and no window motor failure, but I
rarely put the window down, wind noise. Seems to me the real problems started with the new
model starting , complete redesign. The issues were with strut bearings, wheel bearings, blower
motor resistor, head gasket leaks, not your EcoTech, window motors, CD stops working. The fix
for that is pull the radio fuse for a few seconds, works on all GM radios, I found that out on the
web. Look at the bright side maybe they are making them better in From what I read the Cobalt
is not much of a car either. Good Luck. This sounds like the same problem I had last year with
my '96 Pontiac Sunfire same car, same parts. When the thermal regulator on the window motor
begins to fail, the window will stop; wait a few minutes, it cools enough to go a little more, etc.
But at that point, it's pretty much toast, so you need to get a new motor. Best to bite the bullet
and get a GM-Delco reman. I agree it shouldn't happen on so new a car as a , but what can you
do? Now, I'm concerned about my son's Cav he bought last Sept. August Just been to my
dealer to have an oil pan leak checked after noticing the oil patch on the ground this morning.
Had the opportunity to look at it, looks like there are some scratches underneath about 4 inches
deep in 2 places. Also some noise coming from the front left wheel. The diagnostics say the
wheel hub bearing needs replacing. Is this realistic? After reading some posts here I feel I have
started a similar route of money down the drain. What's the best way forward. Please help. Get
an estimate from and independent shop, dealers are always notoriously high, lots of overhead.
January On my 96 Cavalier I am having window issues. They are powered. About 10 yrs ago the
driver side window went out and I had it fixed. Then about 2yrs ago it would lower half way and
take forever to raise. Now it doesnt work at all. Just a yr ago my passenger side did the same
thing. Now one of my back windows wont go down from the driver side switch. Now I have 3
windows that dont work! Want to get this fixed. And will fix it with my dad, but would like some
insite on what it may be before I go changing all the motors and that not be it. And will not get
rid of the car so some logical help would be appreciated. I would recommend you google motor
replacement, lots of information out there. April I also have a Z24 and from what I've heard the
window motors aren't that reliable on the Cavaliers. It could be the motor but it could be a
wiring issue. Either do it yourself or have a mechanic look at it. I think you are a little late,
January post. I am intalling the power windows into my cavalier, and i am looking for the parts
that plug into the switchs and the part that plugs into the motors, that have the wires connected.
I was woundering if anyone had the part numbers for those two parts. Thanks for letting me
rant, Ann. Your right, you need to be a DIY to own a Cavalier. September I have a '92 Z24 with
stock aluminum alloy rims with a clear coat finish but they are tarnished. Are there any items I
should know good or bad about my 3. December I purchased this car new and over the last 5
years, both windows failed. At first, they would get stuck and I could drive a bit and eventually,
get window back up. But after awhile they finally, failed and had to be replaced by dealer under
extended warranty. Is anyone aware of any issue with voltage regulator, alternator or weak
battery that may be cause these failures? Just low grade motors, every Cavalier since have had
this problem. Thanks, It appears to be the consensus. How much extra would the vehicle cost to
use a slightly better product? You don't have answer this, just talking out loud. My dealership
indicated when I had the first one replaced 2 years ago that there were no known issues. I have
a Cavalier convertible with the left rear window sluggish. I tried to remove it to lubricate the
mechanism but was unsuccessful. There is a bolt on the bottom of the window with the nut on
the inside of the panel. I am afraid if I remove the nut to get the window out I will not be able to
get the bolt back through the hole in the side panel. Can someone tell me if this bolt is fixed in
the window mechanism so it will not fall out. Also to remove the backrest of the back seat I need
a special tool that looks like a spline wrench What is the size. Thanks for the help. Well when
you pay all the retires health and pension payments, workers not working, there is not much left
to make a good car. The ironic thing is, it is a entry level car, after all your car troubles they

think you will buy the next class up, not. I have an cavalier 4dr ; I had vent visor shades on it
and recently took them off because they were not sticking well and falling off. Now i have a
problem. The vent visor after time pulled on the vertical black molding on the door and seems to
leak in air when i drive i was wondering does anyone know how to make that molding tighter
cause i dont see any screws or how its attached. May I was wondering how to know, on my
Cavalier, if my power window switch is bad. I am guessing it might be the switch by the way it
acted when I disconnected the switch from the wiring and then the driver's side would not
down. First it was just the passenger side and then when I removed the switch and reconnected
it, driver's side would not go down. Maybe the circuit board is damaged from spilling liquid on
the switch. I presume you mean the master switch on the driver's door? I guess the only way for
you to diagnose this for CERTAIN would be to have a wiring diagram of the switch and a test
light, and then you would test the switch one position at a time and see if current is going in and
coming out at the appropriate points. You can bypass the switch by connecting the wires but
without a wiring diagram I wouldn't want you doing that. If you touch two live leads together
you'll blow a fuse. Which reminds me, have you checked all the fuses? On some cars, not all the
windows work off the same fuse. June Checked the fuses and just checked for juice to the lead
into the connector in the door and there is juice in there, so I would think its the window motor,
although some have said it could be the regulator, but it appears I will have to go to a shop.
Thnaks for the reply. The master switch is in between the seats on this model. You could pop
off the door panel and peel back the moisture barrier and test for voltage right at the motor. By
"regulator" do you mean the power window relay? Hi, i have a 96 RH drive Cavalier and was told
by an auto electrician that the problem i was having with intermittent window raise and lower
could be a faulty circuit breaker and that he wasnt sure if the actual motors had seperate circuit
brakers or if there was one that controlled all the windows, the front passenger window does
not operate at all, the drivers window is intermittent as is the RHR passenger window where as
the LHR passenger window works fine, can any one shed any light on where i might find the
circuit breaker as i would like to try and bypass it completely to see if it helps, if not aftermarket
motors are supposed to be better than the original although costly. I've seen a lot of comments
on here about the power windows and at least one comment about the breaks lurching. I have a
Cavalier that I bought in from Carmax. Thankfully, my car is still under the extended warranty. I
have the same problem with the breaks - when I try to stop suddenly or if I hit a bump or pothole
while breaking, the breaks make a grinding sort of noise and lurches forward. Also, six months
after I bought the car, the driver side window suddenly stopped working and was stuck half
rolled down. Every once in a while I could get it to go up a little. Literally a fraction of an inch. It
took about two weeks for it to eventually roll all the way back up. According to the Carmax
mechanic that worked on it in , the motor was burned out. The sun roof and passenger windows
have been working with no problems, though. Just about six months ago the same window
started having the same problem. I took my car in to get an oil change and I neglected to tell
them NOT to roll down the driver side window. Now it's stuck half rolled down and won't go up.
Freaking car!!! In addition, at least five of my coworkers have Cavaliers and they all have the
same issues with the windows and the breaks. My car has all four window motors now
defective. Is this a manufacturer defect? They all failed about the same time and in the summer.
Are they made in china? I've been told you can get kits to make the windows roll up and down
using a handle instead of a motor; is that true? Did anyone ascertain the exact reason for the
failures? Without knowing that, we couldn't speculate as to whether it's a defect, a coincidence,
or something wrong in your car that frying motors. September edited September I am also in the
same boat. All four windows on my Cavalier are stuck Thankfully in the up position. I have been
researching for recalls on these motors, but it doesn't appear that Chevy intends to do anything
about these as I have found no such luck in that regard. With that in mind, I don't intend on
buying another Chevy vehicle. If they all stuck at the same time then you have a switch or relay
or fuse problem, not a motor problem. Nope, all the window motors are defective. Guess some
of the parts may have been "made in China". Japanese motor still runs great, and passed
California smog with flying colors; but, other things are failing. One problem is the anti-theft
system. For some reason, the car thinks I'm stealing it and takes quite a bit of time to start.
Sometimes four hours. Anyone know where the anti-theft relay is located? I'm thinking that may
be the problem. I didn't realize that so many other owners have had the same problem with the
electric window motor. My Chevy Cavalier has 51, miles on it. This is the second time that I have
had to replace the driver's side motor and the first time for the passenger's window. It is very
frustrating to think the parts could be better to start with. Just venting. Thanks and good luck.
Let us know how you come out with it! Just bought a Cavalier 2 months ago thought it was just
the switch, it's not. Sign In or Register to comment. It is obvious the problem is with the fact the
mech that allows the window to go all the way down with one touch drivers side only vs. The

holding the button down until the window is all the way down passenger side window. Two
different mechs and only one seems to have issue. Chev should repair as a recall as this is a
manuf. Chevy doesn't address the problems with the cav as recalls the fuel pump, auto window,
brake pulsating, and lets not forget the gears in the dash controling all the gages that was a
painful one. I will see if my dealer will be giving me a hard time on this one when I try to get it
fixed. Don't think I will buy another Chevy again. Can't disconnect because I like to have the
windows down sometimes, also need the window when my son smokes in the Car. I can't go
through any drive-throughs. When someone puts it down by mistakes, it only goes up an inch at
a time, then have to wait another 20 or more minutes to make it go up a bit more. It took about
20 hours total. I had one go out, then another, then 2 went out in two days. The front left was
already replaced at least once before I got the car because the rivets were already drilled out.
The guy at the parts store gave me a lifetime warranty and he said it will go out again, so save
your receipt. GM only will give a one year warranty. If you fix one window, you are better off
fixing them all. This is my daughter's car and I do all the maintenance. The driver side power
window motor has been replaced 3 times now! The rear driver side once and now the passenger
side front will need to be changed today. This is an old design motor and doesn't hold up very
well. I did the driver rear motor last year. It's unbelievable, 7 power window motors had to be
replaced in less than 8 years and the passenger rear stopped working this morning! So, I will
have replaced 3 window motors and regulators in 3 weeks time! At least I was smart enough to
order and extra power window motor because I will need it to fix the rear window! On the bright
side, everything else works just fine! My driver's side front window started going up and down
very slowly until one day it just stopped. I would have to wait seconds before I could try it again,
and even then it would only move half an inch. It happened sometime in December and it wasn't
much of an issue, but now it's getting warmer and I'm getting tired of having to walk into fast
food restaurants because I cant go through the drive through. No thanks, I'll buy online. The
front passenger will be next, and the rear passenger I can tell wont be long after that. I have
suffered with this malfunction all winter due to not having a garage to work in. I have had other
problems that required more immediate attention so I have not gotten it fixed. In my opinion and
experience, when a business sells faulty merchandise, it is their responsibility in full to repair it.
I can't believe that it hasn't been recalled. I want Chevrolet to fix it at their cost and at my
convenience. So far this is the only problem I've had with the car but a major one at the same
time. We were about 30 minutes away from home, and of course it was snowing; when the
window got stuck down! I had my 3 young children with me at the time and we were freezing!
The window had never been a problem before but when I took it in to have it looked at they told
me the motor was bad. They also said that the window motors are a common problem with
Cavaliers, not sure if that's true or not but it's something to keep in mind. Drivers side window
failed - in the down position. Quite a pain to replace, and should not have failed so soon. I don't
even use the window very often. I can tell the passenger side window will need to be replaced
soon too. About 3 years ago my driver's window just quit working. I believe that it went down
slow at first.. Now I've had my car brand new and it has now reached , miles without any major
repair. Just regular general maintenance. Now my rear passenger side window went down and
won't go back up. Well, living in the high desert and needing to have that air conditioning. I
broke down and went and had it fixed. They replaced the general motor for both windows and I
am again very pleased. I guess I really can't complain after , miles. Window motors in Chevy
Cavaliers are notoriously awful. We've had a total of 5 die in two separate Cavaliers, a '96 3 and
an '03 2. The company knows they're defective. The last one they fixed for free for us, but
usually that won't happen. We have another one dead now, but since it's not the driver's side
window we're not going to bother fixing it. First the passenger side front window started going
up slowly but would go down fine. After a few days, I was able to get it to close finally. Bought a
new motor for the door thinking I could change it myself. Took the door panel off to find an
almost solid sheet of metal blocking virtually all parts of the inside of the door. Can't remove the
old motor or even SEE it without cutting through the metal sheet. About a month later, the driver
side rear window went A few months after the passenger side front window slowly died, my
driver side rear window just stopped. I smoke in my car and, even in winter, crack the windows
about an inch for good air flow. One day, the rear window just didn't come back up. It's been a
few months now and it refuses to move. Well, it'll go down but not back up. I think. Since it's
down as far as it'll go now. A few years habit of moving the window down, I kept accidentally
moving it down just to kick myself when I remembered it won't come back up. I'm wondering if
it's the motor or wiring. When it went down, it was at normal speed and not
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slow like the front window. Definitely will never buy another Chevy compact car. I've always
heard good things about Saturns During the summer I would leave my windows down during
the day. One night I had to take a trip to the airport and it had cooled down so I needed to roll up
my window. No such luck, the window got stuck in the down position. I had to go back home
and switch cars with my mother and hope it didn't rain until I could get my car to the shop in the
morning. I think they said the motor had gone bad. If you have a for-profit service, contact us.
Ask your Chevrolet dealer. Most Common Solutions: replacement of window motor 7 reports
not sure 6 reports. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this
page Email this page. Find a good Chevrolet mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your
area. Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

